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The literature on school commercialism, despite a number of successes in battling
advertising and marketing in schools, has often seemed to only scratch the surface
of corporatization of K-12 education. While condemning corporations who seek
to sell brand-name products to kids in schools is a relatively straightforward
matter, critiquing corporate efforts to promote ideologies, identities, values and
agendas to children and youth is far more complicated and yet, essential. In this
paper, we take the example of Junior Achievement Worldwide, one of the world’s
oldest, largest, and fastest growing organizations promoting corporate interests in
schools in the USA and beyond to illustrate the need to address school
commercialism in a broad historical, curricular, and global context. We review the
long history of Junior Achievement in the USA, its vast set of curriculum offerings
in enterprise, financial literacy, economics, work readiness and life skills, and its
dramatic expansion, since the late 1980s, to now reach more than eight million
students every year in over 100 countries around the world.

Keywords: business-education partnerships; corporatization of education;
enterprise education; free market education; globalization and education; school
commercialism

Introduction

Commercialism is the most obvious facet of corporate involvement in schools and one
that most citizens find appalling at a commonsense level…. [But] the corporate entry
into schools is not brand-new and it runs far deeper than the introduction of advertising
and product placement in curriculum, deeper than for-profit public schooling. (Saltman
2005, 195)

We are in the business of creating Europe’s next generation. It will be different from
previous ones. We are changing the way young people think, the way they act and the
way they perform. This new generation will have a tremendous impact on the way
Europe does business today and tomorrow. (Milena Stoycheva, JA-YE 2007, 26)

Much ink has been spilled about commercialism and corporatization in schooling over
the past decade. Many different groups involved in education have tackled the issue.
In North America, students (such as those working with the Center for Commercial-
Free Public Education in Oakland), parents (e.g. Parents Advocating School Account-
ability in San Francisco), teachers (e.g. the Citizens’ Campaign for Commercial-Free
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770  M. Sukarieh and S. Tannock

Schools in Seattle), unions (the Ontario Secondary School Teachers’ Federation),
consumer advocates (Consumers Union), government agencies (the Government
Accountability Office), and academic researchers (Alex Molnar, Deron Boyles,
Kenneth Saltman, among many others) have written articles, pamphlets, books, and
speeches on the subject (see Molnar [2005] for a recent overview). As a result of their
work, we have become familiar with such infamous examples of school corporatiza-
tion as Coke Days and Pepsi contracts, Pizza Hut reading programs and Prego
spaghetti sauce science experiments, lessons on the environment from BP and Procter
& Gamble, as well as Chris Whittle’s notorious for-profit Edison School and Channel
One ventures (Consumers Union 1998; Manning 1999; Molnar 2001; Saltman 2000,
2005; Saltman and Gabbard 2003; US GAO 2000). In opposition to school corporati-
zation, mobilized groups have successfully lobbied school districts to pass bans and
restrictions on schoolhouse marketing, sales, and advertising contracts.

Despite all of this attention, research and organizing on school commercialism has
often seemed to only scratch the surface of the corporatization of education. Although
the literature acknowledges the existence of school commercialism in the past as well
as overseas in other countries, and recognizes that in-school advertising is but one
example of corporate intrusion into the classroom, it has generally failed to situate
school commercialism in its broader historical, curricular, and especially global
context. School commercialism can be defined as ‘business practices in schools which
implicitly or explicitly advertise or market products to [students], test products on
children, or promote a company, its agenda or viewpoint on particular issues’ (Raine
2007, 211–2). Yet, while it is one thing to condemn outright corporations who seek to
sell brand-name products to kids in schools, it is far more complicated – and vital – to
understand and critique corporate efforts to promote ideologies, identities, agendas,
and viewpoints to children and youth, both in the classroom and beyond. In this paper,
we take the example of Junior Achievement Worldwide, one of the world’s oldest,
largest, and fastest growing organizations promoting corporate interests in schools in
the USA and abroad, in order to illustrate the extensive and tangled relations of corpo-
rations in education. The paper is divided into three parts: first, an historical overview
of the relations of corporatization and education; second, a discussion of the curricular
context and nature of corporatized education; and third, an analysis of the processes
driving the internationalization of corporatized schooling. We base our arguments on
a review of the school commercialism literature; media reports, curriculum materials,
and policy documents from Junior Achievement and its funding organizations;
interviews with Junior Achievement staff (in the Middle East); and the Junior
Achievement Records in the Ruth Lilly Special Collections and Archives at the
Indiana University Purdue University Library in Indianapolis.

The historical context of school commercialism

Most critics of school commercialism note that the phenomenon is not entirely new.
In the USA, critics often point to examples such as: a paint company in 1890 that
‘developed a handout on primary and secondary colors for schools to distribute in their
art classes’ (US GAO 2000, 5–6); a 1929 report from the National Education Associ-
ation’s Committee on Propaganda in the Schools that warned that ‘we have hundreds
of outside agencies each striving to exploit the school in the interest of its particular
commodity or idea. Their resources are large and their methods of penetration inge-
nious’ (Dennis and LaMay 1993, 48); and Sheila Harty’s 1979 comprehensive review
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of corporate schoolhouse propaganda, Hucksters in the Classroom, which opened with
the statement that ‘as far back as Horace Mann, industry has seen public education as
a vehicle for indoctrination – both for the general status quo and for their own private
profit purposes’ (Harty 1979, 1).

Despite such historical antecedents, there is an emphasis in the school commercial-
ism literature on the basic newness of the phenomenon as a whole. Critics point, in
particular, to the increased scope and intensity of corporate intrusion into the classroom.
In Giving kids the business, Molnar (2001, 17) claims that ‘in the 1980s, a Rubicon of
sorts was crossed’ – after which, business presence in American schools became more
visible, more extensive, and more overt than ever before. Through the course of the
1990s, Molnar and Reaves (2002) at Arizona State University’s Commercialism in
Education Research Unit tracked dramatic rises in the level of media reporting of various
kinds of commercialism and privatization in schools. ‘The idea of privatising a public
service such as education is a relatively recent phenomenon,’ argues Saltman (2005,
183) in The Edison schools: Corporate schooling and the assault on public education.
‘Although public education was once a relatively protected public good,’ suggests
Norris (2006, 32), ‘it is being swept up by globalizing forces, transformed into a
commercial enterprise and reoriented toward a thoroughly integrated relationship with
commercial interests.’ Inferred by such statements is the idea that schools have histor-
ically been a haven from capital and commercial interests, and an isolated space where
the ‘public good’ has previously been well served and protected (Saltman 2005, 199).

A number of problems emerge from this portrayal of the history of commercialism
and corporatization in schools. First, it is not certain that the claim that business pres-
ence in schools today is more intense and overt than before is actually true. In the US
context, for example, Callahan (1962, viii) portrays the era from 1910 to 1929 as a
time when ‘business was king in American society,’ suspicion of public institutions
was endemic and school administrators capitulated readily to business interests and
ideologies. The indiscriminate adoption during this period by schools of business
practices and values ‘with little or no consideration of educational values or purposes’
was considered by Callahan (1962, 244) to be an ‘American tragedy.’ In the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, company towns were common throughout
America, often based on mining, logging, or fishing industries. In such settings: 

When the company didn’t own the school, it almost always influenced the selection of
the school board members and thus controlled school budgets and tax levies as well as
teacher selection…. At Port Gamble, Washington, the Puget Mill Company built the school
and owned everything in it – furniture, books, even the globes. (Carlson 2003, 56–7)

During the same period, large manufacturing companies, such as General Electric,
Westinghouse, and AT&T: 

created their own ‘corporation schools’ as part of their personnel and welfare work. It
was the task of these schools to recruit and train workers to repair machines; to teach
lower-level managers; and to train workers for the white-collar positions, such as clerk,
salesman, and typist, that multiplied rapidly after 1880. (Kantor 1982, 26–7)

Second, the essentially ahistorical and scattershot account of past examples of
school commercialism shorn of their original context makes it difficult to understand
how and why more recent forms of corporate intrusion into the classroom are being
embraced by schools in the contemporary era. Critics regularly assert, for example,
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772  M. Sukarieh and S. Tannock

that school commercialism today is driven by a decline in public funding: ‘As funds
for classroom materials dwindle, schools are increasingly looking to corporate Amer-
ica to fill the void’ (Consumers Union 1998; see also Molnar 2005, 28–9). But the
squeeze on school budgets provides at best one reason for recent forms of school
commercialism. A 2003 survey of school principals in North Carolina found that over
half would maintain their relationships with corporate sponsors even if public funds
were made available to pay for the activities currently being paid for by corporations
in their school (Di Bona et al. 2003; see also Killeen 2007). Schools, principals, and
teachers in the USA and elsewhere opt for corporate sponsorship today in large part
because they have an extensive history of being favorably inclined to business
involvement in K-12 education in the first place. We can only understand contempo-
rary commercialism in schools if we have a strong historical sense of how previous
rounds of corporatization in education laid the groundwork for choices, ideas, and
actions concerning school–business partnerships that are being embraced currently.

The history of Junior Achievement offers one window onto the successive waves
of corporatization that have swept across schools through the course of the twentieth
century. Created in 1919 in Springfield, Massachusetts, by Theodore Vail, the
president of AT&T, and Horace Moses, president of the Strathmore Paper Company,
Junior Achievement functioned as an after-school club that was run out of schools,
churches, scouting organizations, YMCAs, and settlement houses. A small group of
8- to 12-year olds worked with an adult adviser from the business sector to create their
own miniature businesses: they created business plans, elected officers, sold shares,
produced, advertised and sold small products (such as birdfeeders, toys, or kitchen
utensils), and studied ‘local industries or the industry related to their enterprise to gain
an understanding of production and sales methods’ (Francomano, Lavitt, and Lavitt
1988, 7). The goal of the program was to teach youth about business – or, as Theodore
Vail put it in a 1918 speech, help provide youth with ‘a fair and proper education and
training in the useful things of life,’ and enable them to ‘fully realize the obligations
and responsibilities belonging to citizenship’ (Francomano, Lavitt, and Lavitt 1988,
5). The founders of Junior Achievement were particularly concerned with (re)estab-
lishing work as the center of the lives of the young, and combatting the dangers of
excess leisure and idleness (JA 1925). ‘Our city and nation will rise or fall in propor-
tion to the power of its citizenship to work, produce, create, and to love their part in
the world’s work,’ the founders wrote, ‘Idleness and unthrift will create unrest, bolshe-
vism, and defeat democracy’ (JA 1921c). Youth who joined Junior Achievement clubs
were asked to sign a pledge stating that: 

I realize that I owe much to my parents, my community, and my country, and that
productive work is the one way by which I can pay my debts. I will endeavour in every
way to learn to work effectively and to become a useful, self-supporting, honorable
member of society. (JA 1921a)

Junior Achievement received strong political support from its earliest days. Senator
Murray Crane of Massachusetts was a co-founder of the program, and in 1925, Junior
Achievement was honored with a reception at the White House – where President
Calvin Coolidge said that ‘Junior Achievement is a first class proposal – very much
worthwhile’ (Francomano, Lavitt, and Lavitt 1988, 11).

Junior Achievement, of course, did not just emerge in a vacuum. As Callahan
(1962) reminds us, the 1910–1929 period was a highwater point of business prestige
and influence in American schools and society generally. More specifically, this was
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the moment at which a coalition of education reformers, dominated by corporate
executives, pushed through what many call ‘the most successful educational innova-
tion of the twentieth century’ (Kincheloe 1998, 126): the vocationalization of public
schooling. Industry leaders at that time, demanding that education be made ‘practical,’
‘relevant,’ and ‘useful,’ called for schools to be radically restructured to serve their
needs for a skilled and compliant workforce. Changes made during the first two
decades of the twentieth century led to a major shift in the way people thought about
education (Grubb and Lazerson 2004; Kantor and Tyack 1982; Kliebard 1999). From
this era on, it became common sense to assume that education should be about prepar-
ing children and youth for the workforce – and, therefore, that it should be expected
that business leaders would want to have a major say over how schools were orga-
nized and run. Massachusetts, where Junior Achievement was founded, was at the
center of the vocational movement; and, indeed, AT&T, which supported the creation
of Junior Achievement, was prominent among those corporations that were pushing at
the start of the twentieth century for a vocationalized form of schooling (Kincheloe
1998, 118; Noble 2002, 308).

Junior Achievement’s initial stage of growth was cut short by the Great Depres-
sion in the 1930s. Its next period of expansion began in the early 1940s and took off
in the post-war boom, as part of the second great wave of corporatization of schooling
in twentieth century America. Corporate employers, led by the National Association
of Manufacturers (NAM), were alarmed by the critical sentiments and ‘misunder-
standings’ of business that had become widespread in the American public, the
increased regulation of business that was the legacy of the New Deal era, and espe-
cially, the 1935 passage of the National Labor Relations Act. In an effort to re-create
a political and economic climate more favorable to business, and tell its ‘side of the
story’ – the story of free enterprise – the NAM, along with other business organiza-
tions, ‘developed a program in “public education” that was so comprehensive that it
reached into every segment of American society,’ and that was at that time, ‘the most
elaborate and costly public relations project in American history’ (Rippa 1997, 246).
A central focus of this project was influencing the education of children and youth: 

Business-sponsored teaching aids – booklets, filmstrips, teaching kits, and movies – …
came of age in the years after the Second World War. Business associations and individ-
ual firms … sent more of this material than ever before into the schools. In 1950, the
NAM alone distributed almost four and a half million pamphlets to students, representing
a 600 percent increase over 1947. It also doubled school usage of its films between 1947
and 1949; by 1954 over 3.5 million students watched about sixty thousand showings of
NAM films. That year, school superintendents estimated that the investment in free
materials [was] at $50 million, about half the amount public schools spent annually on
regular textbooks. At the end of the decade, one in five corporations reported supplying
teaching aids. (Fones-Wolf 1994, 203–4)

In the years following World War II, US corporations established education
departments, hired education consultants, enlisted teachers to help produce and review
curricular materials, and set up partnerships with university education faculties (for
overviews of this period, see Beder 2006; Fones-Wolf 1994; Rippa 1997).

Junior Achievement was an integral component of this NAM-led education
campaign. Charles Hook, president of the American Rolling Mill Company and a
former president of the NAM, became president of Junior Achievement in the early
1940s (Tebbel 1963). In 1941, he helped to organize a meeting in New York City of
more than 750 of the leading business executives of the day, in order to transform
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774  M. Sukarieh and S. Tannock

Junior Achievement from a regional organization, based largely in the northeastern
states, into a national one (Francomano, Lavitt, and Lavitt 1988, 26–9). Hook’s
initiative bore fruit in the post-war years, as Junior Achievement entered an era of
‘explosive growth,’ expanding 22-fold between 1945 and 1970 to gain representation
in all 50 states (Francomano, Lavitt, and Lavitt 1988, 52, 59). Junior Achievement
discourse in this period is saturated with the rhetoric of waging war for the hearts and
minds of American youth, and of the need for corporations to attend not just to selling
their products, but also the overall system in which they operate, produce, and sell.
The speaker’s notes for a 1952 fund-raising film, Junior Achievement is Your
Business, for example, warn that: 

Today many people are attacking free enterprise in a continuous effort to gain control of
the teen-age mind. Junior Achievement is your strongest defense against these attacks. It
is the only active ‘learn-by-doing’ program in operation in industry and business today.
Each Junior Achievement company is an example of ‘capitalism in action.’ Each partic-
ipating teen-ager learns what capitalism is, and why it has such a potential for providing
more people with the good things of life. The teen-ager learns that capitalism is a simple
basic function of our economy and not at all a ‘dangerous’ word. He learns that capital-
ism is his servant rather than his master. He comes to understand the word profit and why
there must be a profit. (JA 1952)

Adding to its core learning-by-doing mini-company program, Junior Achievement
published a series of pamphlets, titled The Free Enterprise System, to explain ‘its
philosophy and the underlying logic of the US economic system,’ and together with
Republic Steel, produced a series of ‘Economic Education Films to further elucidate
the Free Enterprise System’ (Francomano, Lavitt, and Lavitt 1988, 59). Though still
run as an after-school program, Junior Achievement developed an intensive in-school
recruitment drive that pitched the organization to students at school assemblies, ‘using
not only local JA staff, but also present and former teenage Achievers, local and civic
leaders, films, and sometimes entertainment or sports celebrities’ (Francomano, Lavitt,
and Lavitt 1988, 32). By 1970, Junior Achievement President Donald Hardenbrook
(1970, 188) felt emboldened to proclaim that ‘the test of time has proved that Junior
Achievement is the best system of teenage economic and business indoctrination ever
devised.’ As had been the case earlier, Junior Achievement had top-level political
support throughout this period of rapid growth. In 1955, President Eisenhower
declared the last week in January to be the National Junior Achievement Week; in
1960, Eisenhower invited Junior Achievement to participate in the White House
Conference on Children and Youth (Francomano, Lavitt, and Lavitt 1988, 56, 62).

The late 1960s saw another period of stasis and decline for Junior Achievement,
as growth rates slowed considerably and the organization came to be seen as pro-
establishment, ‘nerdy,’ dated, and out of touch with youth culture. Groups such as
Students for a Democratic Society singled Junior Achievement out for attack, calling
it a ‘tool of capitalism’ and a ‘calculated effort on the part of the sponsoring firms to
sell you on the idea of their “free enterprise system”’ (Anon 1969; Francomano,
Lavitt, and Lavitt 1988, 62–3). As one critic of a Junior Achievement high school
assembly recruitment pitch observed at the time: 

Mr. Frame [the Junior Achievement speaker] was obviously a hard-core capitalist and
reactionary. He defined US affluence as ‘success under the capitalistic society,’ and went
on to explain our responsibility, as youth, to preserve and maintain this system. Empha-
sizing the fact that in the near future we (the youth of today) would soon be ‘molding the
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future of the United States,’ he reiterated the importance of continuing under the
prescribed ‘American’ economic system and way of life…. Next, the student body was
treated to one of those black-and-white, do-it-yourself, home movies depicting J.A. as
the most worthwhile organization for youth to become a part of…. The soundtrack of the
film consisted of younger generation music and intermittent jargon. The film itself
merely flashed from face to beaming face of the Junior Achievers…. If everyone joined
the Junior Achievement organization and was totally brainwashed by its dogma, there
would be absolutely no dissention from the capitalistic postulates and dictates of the
world of ‘big business.’ (Lavoie 1969)

But by the mid-1970s, the seeds were already being sown for a third wave of corpo-
ratization of schooling that took off in the 1980s and has continued on through today:
the contemporary era of neoliberalism. For Junior Achievement, this has meant a
number of massive changes in the organization’s work and focus. First, Junior Achieve-
ment moved directly into the school classroom, developing a comprehensive curricu-
lum that stretches from kindergarten through college, and that covers such topics as
work readiness, life skills, civics, economics, financial literacy, and entrepreneurship.
By the mid-1990s, the after-school mini-business program, that had previously been
the heart and soul of the organization, constituted just 3% of its overall programming
activities (Associated Press 1994). In the past, Junior Achievement sought out just the
more business-minded among the nation’s youth; now it seeks to reach all students of
all backgrounds and inclinations. Second, Junior Achievement went global. During the
first 70 years of its existence, Junior Achievement had expanded to 19 other countries,
largely in haphazard fashion; in the 1990s alone, it expanded to another 50 countries,
a pace it has largely kept up since the turn of the century. Today, Junior Achievement
claims to reach 8.3 million students per year, in 339,000 classrooms and after-school
locations in more than 100 different countries (JA 2008b).

Two further changes are notable in Junior Achievement in recent decades. It has
gone high-tech and big budget, developing TV programs, online business simulations,
interactive websites, and multi-media, theme park-style classrooms and learning
centers. It also became more involved with corporate brand-name marketing in
schools. While the focus of Junior Achievement remains selling kids on ideas and
ideologies rather than on particular corporate commodities, its new programs and
rapid expansion cost a lot of money. Since James Hayes, former publisher of Fortune
magazine, became president of Junior Achievement in the mid-1990s, the organiza-
tion has embraced high-profile corporate partnerships in the schools as a key way to
grow its programming work (Bean 1997; Tiernan 1997). Junior Achievement, for
example, now operates more than two dozen ‘BizTown’ learning centers around the
USA (also known as ‘Exchange City’ and ‘Enterprise Village’). These centers are
multi-million dollar, warehouse-size facilities that contain model towns inside them.
After spending eight weeks in their classrooms working through a specially designed
curriculum – that covers math, civics, communications, business and finance, social
science, and even science – students visit these centers to run the town for a day, play-
ing the roles of business owners, employees, consumers, and government officials. To
help pay for these facilities, Junior Achievement secures multi-year commitments
from corporations, worth between $150,000 and $250,000, to have their corporate
logos displayed on the BizTown storefronts – Jack in the Box, CVS Pharmacy, Bank
of America, UPS, State Farm Insurance, Verizon, and AT&T are among the many
companies who have participated. Students thus roleplay working for and buying from
these pre-selected company brands. For an extra cost, corporations can even secure
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776  M. Sukarieh and S. Tannock

‘exclusivity agreements’ to make sure that they are the only company representing
their industry sector in their local Junior Achievement Biztown (Gao 2007;
Hopfensperger 2008; Maynard 2004; Shedden 2007).

The curricular context of school commercialism

A second shortcoming of the current school commercialism literature is its frequent
narrowness of focus and occasional glibness of analysis in assessing the broader
curricular context and significance of corporate intrusion in the schoolhouse. What
makes the critique of school commercialism so potentially important politically is that
it tackles the ‘tip of the iceberg’ of the broader corporatization of education that can
be seen clearly by everyone and that most people will find problematic in fairly obvi-
ous ways. It provides, in other words, a pivotal starting point for addressing deeper
problems and more difficult questions that need to be asked about the nature of
schooling in capitalist society.

Unfortunately, this potential has thus far largely not been realized, since much of
the school commercialism literature has been content to focus solely on the most egre-
gious forms of corporate schoolhouse intrusion and take aim at these easy-to-hit
targets that require little thought or energy to elicit condemnation. Though there are
exceptions, the tendency has been to focus on in-school advertising more than spon-
sored curriculum, the selling of brand-name commodities more than the selling of
corporate ideologies, and the direct presence of for-profit corporations more than the
intermediary work often done by non-profit (but corporate-funded) think tanks,
foundations, institutes, and NGOs. Moreover, when corporate-sponsored curriculum
materials are addressed, there is an overwhelming tendency to present these as being
stupid, mindless and devoid of pedagogical value. Hewitt (2005, 50), for example,
cites Dewey to suggest that corporatized schooling promotes ‘an undiscriminating
gulping mental habit in students,’ instead of the ‘discriminating intelligence’ that
public schools should be nurturing. Block (2005, 110) cites Freire to suggest that
elites, through the introduction of corporate curriculum, seek to ‘control the
oppressed’ by utilizing the ‘banking concept’ to encourage mental ‘passivity.’ Molnar
(2005, 82), citing Dewey again, portrays corporatized curricula as being based on a
‘pedagogy of advertising’ that is fundamentally ‘miseducative’ because it aims to
foster consumerist desires and ‘impulses into whose formation intelligent judgment
has not entered.’ As a result of the simplistic and reductive binary opposition that the
school commercialism literature often sets up – between critical thinking, good peda-
gogy, engaging curriculum, democracy, and emancipation, on the one hand, and
mindless repetition, poor pedagogy, cookie-cutter curriculum, emotional drudgery,
and corporate control, on the other – it becomes difficult to understand why any
school, principal, or teacher would even consider using corporate materials in their
classrooms in the first place.

The case of Junior Achievement illustrates the need to broaden and deepen analysis
in the school commercialism literature. The core purpose of Junior Achievement is not
to sell commodities in the schools, nor to turn a quick profit off of students. Rather,
its purpose is ‘to inspire and prepare young people to succeed in a global economy,’
specifically by securing their ‘commitment to the principles of market-based econom-
ics and entrepreneurship’ (JA 2008a, 2). As such, it is part of a serious, long-term,
committed, and carefully thought through corporate-led project that, as a Junior
Achievement mission statement from the 1970s put it, seeks ‘to aid in the development
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and strengthening of teenage boys’ and girls’ attitudes and convictions in loyalty to,
and understanding of, the American system and ideals of freedom of ownership [and]
competitive production open to all’ (JA 1975, 1–2). Junior Achievement is not a for-
profit corporation, but is a multinational organization with a multi-million dollar
annual budget that has enjoyed throughout its history close relationships with the
leading companies of the day. In past years, it has drawn its leadership from the CEOs
of manufacturing and resource industries: ARMCO Steel, General Electric, General
Motors, Goodyear Tire, Colgate Palmolive, Texas Gas, and Standard Oil (Franco-
mano, Lavitt, and Lavitt 1988, 112). Today, its board of directors draws heavily from
the business service, technology, and especially, finance sectors: Deloitte, Ernst and
Young, AIG, Allstate, PricewaterhouseCoopers, Accenture, Microsoft, MasterCard,
Merrill Lynch, HSBC, Citibank, Capital One, State Farm, American Express, and
Sybase (JA 2008a, 37–8).

There are certainly many Junior Achievement programs that are crassly manipula-
tive and exploitative. The blatant branding of Junior Achievement’s Biztown centers,
mentioned earlier, is one example. Another is the partnership between Visa and Junior
Achievement to teach high school students ‘personal financial management.’ Accord-
ing to one local general manager for Visa involved, this program has the larger aim of
ensuring that Visa credit cards become the ‘preferred method of payment’ for these
students in the future (Daily Star 2002; see also Feldstein 2004). In 2003, Junior
Achievement found itself in hot water when it teamed up with the Motion Picture
Association of America (MPAA) to run an anti-piracy campaign, ‘What’s the Diff? A
Guide to Digital Citizenship,’ that aimed to reach 900,000 students in Grades 5–9 over
a two-year period (Associated Press 2003; Hernandez 2003). The program ‘offered
students DVDs, DVD players, theater tickets and all-expense-paid trips to Hollywood
for their winning essays about the illegalities of file-sharing’ (Dana 2004, B2). Teach-
ers, too, could win prizes for their successful communication of the MPAA message.
The program was publicly condemned by the National Education Association and
others for its one-sided presentation of the issue and its blatant attempt at classroom
bribery, and was later ‘quietly dropped’ by Junior Achievement (Dana 2004, B2). We
might also query Junior Achievement’s school partnerships with global arms compa-
nies such as Lockheed Martin. Company representatives openly say that their work
with Junior Achievement gives them ‘the opportunity to brand the Lockheed Martin
name in the community’ and secure a ‘K-through-12 pipeline of talent’ on which they
can later draw (Hurley-Schubert 2006; see also O’Hare 2005). In the wake of the 2008
Wall Street collapse, we might question as well Junior Achievement’s teaching
students to see its corporate sponsors – AIG, Goldman Sachs, and Merrill Lynch, for
example – as role models of financial management (Business Wire 2001).

However, not all Junior Achievement programs are mindless and stupid, and some
are quite critical, discriminating and sophisticated, and are dedicated to promoting
good, needed concepts such as leadership, entrepreneurship, and partnership. Saltman
and Goodman (2003, 46–8) note that corporate curriculum sometimes draws on
progressive concepts and methods from popular education, such as the notions ‘that
education should derive from experience, that students should be involved in
“constructing” knowledge by participating in activities that are meaningful to them,
… and that the classroom structure should not treat students as depositories for
rarefied teacher knowledge.’ Junior Achievement’s stock-in-trade, from its beginnings
in the early twentieth century, has been promoting hands-on, experiential, project-
based, collaborative, real-world forms of learning, utilizing role play, simulation and
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face-to-face engagement with adult experts, and extending education beyond the
restricted and often isolated formal environment of the classroom. ‘It is plainly the
purpose of this Foundation,’ reads a founding statement of Junior Achievement in
1921, ‘to take the place in a measure of the lost apprenticeship system of shop, store,
and factory in the pathfinding program of our children’ (JA 1921b). Junior Achieve-
ment sought to become ‘the medium through which knowledge and skill gained in the
school and else where may be given practical application’ (JA 1926). ‘The program
of the Junior Achievement Bureau is planned to make an appeal to the instinct of play
and sport which is inherent in the human race,’ the founders explained, ‘It outlines a
work project in such a manner that its execution resembles a competitive sport and
thus it becomes a game’ (JA 1921a).

Many of Junior Achievement’s curricular materials are well-crafted, pushing
students to engage directly with the issues of the day, debate opposing viewpoints,
examine evidence, rethink definitions, question inherited assumptions, and think crit-
ically. Take the example of Junior Achievement’s Economic Investigations series, that
aims to teach high school students that ‘There is more to the story.’ These curriculum
materials, though owned and distributed by Junior Achievement, were developed by
the Social Science Education Consortium with a grant from the National Science
Foundation, field-tested with high school teachers across the country, and consulted
on by university education faculty. Many of these investigations take as their starting
point possible anti-market sentiments that students might either hold or be exposed to
in the future: the idea that government should intervene to raise the minimum wage,
provide universal healthcare or assist the poor, or the concern that free trade is not fair
trade and is damaging to the poorer nations of the world. The materials do not seek to
simply impose a strong pro-market orientation, nor do they attempt to sell blatant mis-
truths to youth. Instead, they work to trouble and destabilize anti-market convictions,
to complicate (or cloud) the picture and move students toward ‘middle’ positions
between strong pro- and anti-market viewpoints that can then be presented as reason-
able, objective, and balanced.

An Economics Investigations unit on raising the minimum wage thus doesn’t
claim outright that raising the minimum wage actually harms low-income workers by
increasing unemployment. It quite rightly points out that the evidence for such a claim
is missing. But it does teach students that this is what economic theory predicts should
happen, that this might be happening – only there are too many complicating factors
in the real world to prove the theory definitively – and that responsible economists
should ‘keep looking’ for the missing evidence, as they try to ‘find new approaches to
the problem, such as cross-state comparisons or cross-country analysis’ (JA 2006a, 6).
Another unit addresses the question, ‘How can a family be in poverty and not be
poor?,’ and quite rightly teaches students to be skeptical of official poverty statistics
(JA 2006b). But it does this only to suggest that statistics may over-count the number
of poor families, since they focus on income rather than wealth, and many poor fami-
lies own assets such as home mortgages, cars and color televisions. The unit also
teaches students to recognize the important distinction between absolute and relative
poverty. But it does so primarily to suggest that the relatively poor may not actually
be poor in reality, and not to direct student attention to the devastating effects of
inequality that have been well-documented by Marmot (2005) and Wilkinson (2006),
among others. The unit on ‘African-US Trade: What’s in it for Africa?’ focuses on
helping students understand the distinction between absolute and comparative advan-
tage. It does this primarily through highly abstract, decontextualized and hypothetical
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scenarios, asking students to decide, for instance, whether between two fictionalized
child-characters, Gary or Sally has an absolute advantage in baking brownies, or Fred
or Chris has a comparative advantage shovelling the sidewalk (JA 2006c, 5–6). The
unit’s implication is that students who successfully resolve these kinds of model math
problems will understand, therefore, that open trade with the United States must in
fact be beneficial to Africa.

The problems with these kinds of corporate-sponsored educational materials, as
Maier (2002) writes, tend to be subtle not blatant, and are often ‘noticeable in what is
left out of the curriculum.’ The Africa-US Trade unit says little about the actual histor-
ical record of poverty and inequality in African countries under conditions of IMF,
World Bank and US Treasury imposed market and trade liberalization programs – nor,
for that matter, does it address the historical use of trade barriers and import substitution
by the United States itself, when it was first developing its economy. The Poverty unit
says little of the problems caused by relative poverty, of how official poverty statistics
may also undercount the poor, nor the fundamental matter of how poverty arises in the
first place. The Minimum Wage unit says little about the experiences of the working
poor, the growing problem of wage inequality, the decline in the real value of the mini-
mum wage over the past decades, the concept of a living wage, or the possibility of
complementary or alternative interventions to improve the lives of low income workers.
In the end, however, the fundamental problem with corporate-sponsored curriculum
materials such as Junior Achievement’s Economic Investigations is not poor pedagogy
or cookie-cutter curriculum, or a tendency toward encouraging mental passivity. Junior
Achievement aims, at least to a certain extent, to nurture critical thinking and
discriminating intelligence – but only within the framework of a neoliberal, free market
economy. The bottom-line problem is a matter of interest and ideology: the efforts of
Junior Achievement and its corporate sponsors to secure a strong commitment, from
the earliest age possible, by future generations to the basic principles and parameters
of free market thinking.

The global context of school commercialism

The literature on corporate involvement in schooling has focused on education at the
national level, and especially on education in the United States. There has been work
done on school commercialism in other countries, such as Canada (e.g. CCPA 2006;
Robertson 1998), Britain (e.g. Buckingham and Scanion 2002; Curtis 2008; Raine
2007) and Australia (e.g. Kenway and Bullen 2001). But with few exceptions (such as
Beder [2006] and Saltman [2006]), the focus has been, in all countries, on the national
rather than the global level. But even when researchers have spoken about corporate
involvement in education internationally, they have generally approached it within the
framework of globalization and the rise of international organizations such as the
WTO, World Bank and IMF. The example of Junior Achievement highlights the
importance of taking a more global perspective on the worldwide spread of corpora-
tized schooling – and the need to analyze global corporate schooling not just in the
context of globalization but US and western state intervention as well.

Prior to 1989, Junior Achievement expanded internationally ‘largely by chance’ –
primarily through the individual efforts of rich businessmen taking the program back
to their own countries after having seen its operations in America (Associated Press
1994; see also JA 1953). In 1963, for example, Sir Walter Salomon – a British banker
and disciple of Friedrich Hayek, later knighted by Margaret Thatcher – brought Junior
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Achievement to the UK, where it became known as Young Enterprise UK, after he
had seen the program in action on a visit to the USA in the late 1950s (Young
Enterprise UK 2007). In the mid-1960s, there had been a coordinated effort with the
National Industrial Conference Board to export Junior Achievement to Latin America,
but for the most part this effort ended in failure (Francomano, Lavitt, and Lavitt 1988,
61; see also JA 1965a, 1965b). All of this would change after 1989, with the end of
the Cold War, the dismantling of the Berlin Wall and the collapse of the Soviet Union
(Associated Press 1994; Heilman 1995). It was at this point that Junior Achievement
contracted with the US State Department and USAID to go into Russia, Central Asia,
and Eastern Europe in order to help create a new generation of free market capitalists
essentially from scratch. The organization began launching copies of it by now expan-
sive US curriculum in one country after another: Russia, Hungary, and Latvia in 1991;
Armenia, Estonia, Poland, and the Czech Republic in 1992; Lithuania and Romania
in 1993; Kazakhstan and Slovakia in 1994; Kyrgyzstan, Moldova, and Turkmenistan
in 1995; Uzbekistan in 1996; Bulgaria in 1997; Azerbaijan and Tajikistan in 1998; and
Georgia in 2003. Junior Achievement’s move into the former Soviet bloc triggered a
sustained, worldwide expansion of the organization, through Western Europe, Asia,
and Latin America. Most recently, under the umbrella of the US State Department’s
Middle East Partnership Initiative, it has moved into the Middle East, where it is
known as Injaz: first in Jordan in 1999, then rapidly expanding after 2001 to Lebanon,
Egypt, Bahrain, Oman, Qatar, Palestine, Kuwait, United Arab Emirates, Saudi Arabia,
and Iraq.

Junior Achievement’s reach overseas can be even more extensive than domesti-
cally. In Estonia, for example, Junior Achievement curriculum is now taught in
approximately half of all primary schools; in many Central and Eastern European
countries, its programs ‘are by far the most important entrepreneurship-related activity
at the level of the primary school, or even the only activity’ (European Commission
2004, 20–1). In Western Europe, in countries such as Norway, Sweden, Belgium, and
Germany, Junior Achievement is now one of the most important providers of high
school enterprise education (European Commission 2004, 23). In many countries –
e.g. Armenia, Bulgaria, Estonia, and Romania – Junior Achievement works closely
with national Ministries of Education to develop curriculum, train teachers, and shape
educational policy (European Commission 2004; JAA 2005; USAID 2005a, 2005c).
In the UK, the Young Enterprise program set up by Sir Walter Salomon became an
influence for state-mandated enterprise education in the schools; and in 2005, when
Gordon Brown, then Chancellor of the Exchequer, announced the creation of a nation-
wide enterprise summer school program, he turned to Young Enterprise UK, now ‘the
UK’s largest business and education charity,’ to run the initiative for the government
(Young Enterprise UK 2006). In Jordan, the Minister of Education refers to Injaz (i.e.
Junior Achievement) as ‘an organic part of the Ministry of Education.’ Injaz operates
in Jordan under the patronage of Queen Rania, and partners with the Ministry to
develop curriculum and train teachers throughout the country. Indeed, each and every
school textbook of Jordan’s Civic and National Education course opens with an
advertisement for Injaz; and in a chapter on Jordanian youth in the Civic Education
program, Injaz is profiled as one of the vital organizations working with youth in
Jordan and helping them integrate into the global economy (Succarie 2008).

Junior Achievement’s rapid global expansion over the last two decades has been
part of a coalition with US capital and the US state. The board of directors of Junior
Achievement in most countries is dominated by local executives of US-based
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multinational corporations – although efforts are continually made to pull in represen-
tatives from local and national capital as well – and the program almost always has
close ties with the local American Chamber of Commerce. Junior Achievement –
Angola thus had Coca Cola as its first board member and an executive from Esso
Angola as its first Chairman (USAID 2006); Junior Achievement – Kazakhstan is
directed by the CEO of Citibank Kazakhstan (KIMEP 2008); Junior Achievement –
Russia was launched with the assistance of grants from IBM and ARCO (Schmidt
1991); and Junior Achievement – Armenia is run by a group of Armenian–American
businessmen and women in California, and indeed, is actually registered as a 501(c)(3)
non-profit in the state of California, with executive offices located in Glendale (JAA
2005).

Furthermore, while in the USA, Junior Achievement is almost entirely supported
by private sector funding, this is not the case overseas. The organization has received
millions of dollars of start-up and operational grant funding and institutional support
from the US government, through the US State Department, USAID, and the US
Information Agency, especially in the former Soviet bloc countries and throughout the
Middle East (USAID 2005a, 2005b, 2005c, 2005d). It signed a Memorandum of
Understanding with the US Peace Corps in 1991 for Peace Corps volunteers to launch
and run Junior Achievement programs overseas (JAI 1992). It works closely with US
Ambassadors and their staffs to coordinate its programming in other countries; and US
embassies frequently host Junior Achievement fund-raising events and awards
ceremonies (see, e.g. JACR 2007). In fact, Sam Taylor, who became acting President
and then Chief Operating Officer of Junior Achievement’s international wing, was
initially a 20-year veteran of the US State Department, who in 1988 contacted Junior
Achievement to propose that he work for them ‘on loan’ from the State Department,
while remaining on the US government pay roll (JA 1988, 6). In addition to this exten-
sive US government support, Junior Achievement also receives funding from other
international development and aid organizations for its overseas work, including the
Open Society Institute, the Soros Foundation, Save the Children-USA, the World
Bank, the John Templeton Fund, and the Canadian International Development
Agency.

When the school commercialism literature has addressed the processes of the
global corporatization of education, it has focused above all on the role of the
General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS) in reframing education from a
public good to a private and marketized commodity (e.g. Molnar 2005, 130–2).
However, as Scherrer (2005, 507) argues, GATS itself is not an instrument for push-
ing through the corporatization of schools: ‘GATS works less like a crowbar for
introducing market elements and more like a lock to protect property rights once they
have been established. It will lock-in liberalization measures already in place outside
the GATS negotiating dimensions.’ What the global spread of organizations such as
Junior Achievement, as well as Creative Associates International Inc. (Saltman
2006), EconomicsInternational (Beder 2006), the International Youth Foundation
(Succarie 2008) and so forth suggest is that to understand the corporatization of
schooling globally, we need to look not just at the (still largely potential or hypothet-
ical future) role of international trade and treaty frameworks such as GATS, but at
the actual, already happening, on-the-ground work in schools and communities
around the world of a dense and extensive network of multinational corporations,
western governments, and international (usually western) NGOs, aid and develop-
ment agencies.
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The global goals of Junior Achievement and its corporate, state, and NGO partners
are much the same as it pursues domestically. At the most superficial level, corpora-
tions work with Junior Achievement in schools around the world to promote brand
loyalty, sell products, and, in some cases, advertise themselves as good and responsi-
ble places to work for future employees. Junior Achievement programs are also
embraced by governments globally in an effort to ensure social stability in the context
of wrenching economic change and turmoil. In economically depressed areas of
Romania, for example, where masses of manufacturing jobs have been lost in the
wake of the collapse of state socialism, where parents are forced to migrate to western
Europe to find work to support their families, and where children are thus being raised
by their grandparents, Junior Achievement teaches students ‘the importance of taking
personal responsibility for their finances and careers’ (USAID 2005c, 10). Likewise,
in the context of free-market restructuring of society and the economy in Jordan,
programs such as Injaz have been implemented by the government: 

in order to prevent … riots, by turning the insecurities of the system back onto individual
Jordanians themselves. Not only are youth made to internalize these insecurities, they are
also made to believe it is their choice, turning them away from making demands on the
state for protections from the shocks of the market. (Succarie 2008)

The principal goal of Junior Achievement working around the world today, however,
is long term and foundational, and much the same as it has been since its founding in
Springfield, Massachussetts, in the early twentieth century: it is to instill a deep and
lasting commitment to free-market principles in the minds, habits, dreams, and ambi-
tions of young people everywhere; or in the words of Junior Achievement Bulgaria
CEO Milena Stoycheva to change ‘the way young people think, the way they act, and
the way they perform.’

Conclusion

The battle against school commercialism has produced a large and growing number
of important victories in the USA and elsewhere: from the bans on sponsored textbook
covers in a Staten Island school and school bus ads in South Carolina (Kittle 2008;
Stead 1997) to the passage of anti-school commercialism acts by school boards in
Seattle and San Francisco (Molnar 2006), to the oustering of the advertising-based
Channel One clone, Youth News Network, from schools in Canada, and the national
ban on junk food vending machines in schools in England (BBC News 2005; CCPA
2006). However, in order to tackle the root cause of the disease of school commercial-
ism as opposed to just its symptoms, and avoid these victories being largely symbolic
and superficial, we need to use the battles over school commercialism as a launching
pad for addressing more fundamental and difficult questions about the corporate role
in reshaping and directing the very core nature of ‘public’ education.

In this paper, we have taken the example of Junior Achievement – which is just
one of a great number of business-oriented and corporate-dominated educational
NGOs working in the world today – in order to illustrate the need to approach school
commercialism and corporatization in a broader historical, curricular, and global
context than is often the norm. Historically, the literature on school commercialism is
right that there is much that is new about the phenomenon – certainly, Junior Achieve-
ment has experienced dramatic changes in the scope and direction of its operations
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since the early 1980s. But this current period is best seen as only the most recent of a
series of waves of high corporate influence in schools, each of which has corre-
sponded with periods of capital’s strength in society generally. The most important
fights may actually be over business ideologies that have been incorporated in the
heart of public education in the wake of these earlier waves of corporatization: for
example, over the vocationalization of education at all levels, and the notion that
education should be about raising national economic competitiveness and enabling
individual economic mobility above all else. Globally, there has been a strong
domestic focus in the school commercialism literature and a general neglect of the
extensive re-education projects being conducted across the globe by a coalition of
capital, western states, and NGOs. For it is not only the USA that is promoting
corporatized education worldwide: national development bodies such as the Canadian
International Development Agency, the UK’s Department for International Develop-
ment and Germany’s GTZ have all been involved as well (Iredale and Motsa 2002; JA
2000; see also Sukarieh and Tannock 2008).

Finally, in the curricular and pedagogical context, it is a fundamental error to
assume that corporate versus democratic education will always and inevitably line up
neatly with an opposition between bad versus good teaching, learning, and thinking.
It is quite possible for the terms to be reversed. Moreover, this assumption misrecog-
nizes both the essence of school commercialism and corporatization, and what it will
take to ‘decorporatize’ schools. It is not greater insight or intelligence that differenti-
ates democratic from corporate education: it is a matter of different, class-based
social, political, and economic ideologies and interests. The tendency to concentrate
on the most egregious and inane examples of corporate schoolhouse intrusion also
misrecognizes the nature of corporate hegemony. Corporate ideology becomes
hegemonic when its enters into our everyday, bedrock, common sense ways of think-
ing about the world. Overt, branded, and blatant examples of corporate intrusion in
schools are likely to be the least effective forms of corporate involvement in the first
place. Ironically, schools may end up being less useful to corporations as vehicles for
ideological indoctrination to the extent that they come to be seen as being no more
than sites for open corporate propaganda and marketing. In this sense, the failure to
extend the battle over school commercialism to address more basic questions about
the nature of schooling in capitalist society could even end up strengthening rather
than weakening the corporatization of education and the overall effectiveness of
corporations in directing and shaping the minds and dreams of young people across
the world today.
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